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SOMA & The DisinfObservatory
“SOMA – Social Observatory for Disinforma on and Social Media Analysis” is a H2020 Project aimed at suppor ng, coordina ng and
guiding the efforts of researchers, fact-checkers and journalists contras ng online and social disinforma on.
At the core of the SOMA DisinfObservatory is a web-based collabora ve pla orm for the verifica on of digital (user-generated) content
and the analysis of its prevalence in the social debate.
The DisInfoNet Toolbox is designed to support the users of the SOMA verifica on pla orm in understanding the dynamics of (fake)
news dissemina on in social media and tracking down the origin and the broadcasters of false informa on.

DisInfoNet: description and pipeline
DisInfoNet is a Python library including modules for managing archives, elabora ng and classifying text, building and analyzing graphs, and more.
DisInfoNet also implements a pipeline designed for journalists and fact-checkers with no coding exper se. Through a user-friendly dashboard (to be embedded in the SOMA
pla orm in mid-2020) they will be able to assess the prevalence of disinforma on in social media data.
Classifier:
Graph Analyzer:
Builds and clusters a keyword co-occurrence graph
Guided by the user, uses hashtags from such
clusters to automa cally extract a training set
Trains a classifier and predicts a label for all records

Extracts a directed user
interac on graph
Computes a set of descriptors
(i.e., metrics) for the whole graph
Ranks users by centrality (e.g.,
PageRank)
Executes community detec on
(e.g., Louvain)
Established users roles (e.g., using
the Guimerà-Amaral cartography)

CLASSIFIER
clustered hashtag graph
user runtime
contribution

The obtained classifica on may also be extended to
users.
Subject Finder:

classified records/users

GRAPH ANALYZER

interaction graph
embedding polarization,
clustering, centrality…

main archive

Through keyword-based queries, searches the data
for themes or news pieces of interest
Plots the temporal and spa al distribu on of all and
query-matching records
Adds labels to data to be used for further analysis
and visualiza on

SUBJECT FINDER

more plots and tables
filtered archive

user selected
fake news
time/space prevalence

DisInfoNet in action
We used DisInfoNet to analyze over 1.3M italian tweets hinged on the 2016 cons tu onal referendum.
We considered 12 disinforma on stories, grouped into 4 categories:

In 2016, the Italian government guided by the center-le Democra c Party (PD) promoted a cons tu onal reform which led to a referendum, held on December 4, 2016.
The NO front was supported by a wide spectrum of forma ons with alterna ve yet
some mes overlapping poli cal jus fica ons. Populist movements showed an extraordinary ability in se ng the agenda, by imposing carefully selected instrumental
news-frames and narra ves. The dichotomous structuring of referendum was however instrumental to both sides for aligning the various issues along a pro-an /status
quo spectrum. The NO won, causing Renzi’s resigna on from Head of Government
and paving the way for the rise of the 5 Stars Movement and the Northern League.

QUOTE: en rely fabricated quotes of public figures;
CONSQ: manipulated interpreta ons of the (poten al) consequences of the reform;
PROPG: typical populist propaganda, opposing people vs the élite;
FRAUD: news ques oning the integrity of the electoral process.
Significantly, DisInfoNet fully supports category-based analysis.
Different disinforma on stories have different temporal spikes. Disinforma on is more
rarely geo-tagged and substan ally absent outside Italy.

Socio-political background

Graph metrics suggest that: (i) PROPG disinforma on stories travelled less on average,
but were sporadically able to reach very peripherical users; (ii) disinforma on networks
may not be “self-organizing”.
Tweets

Geotags (%)

ver ces

Dataset 1344216 29716 (2.21%)
CONSQ
7909
71 (0.90%)
PROPG
4345
47 (1.08%)
FRAUD
5362
69 (1.29%)
QUOTE
57
1 (1.75%)

(a) One-day rolling mean across

(b) Snapshot of the interac ve map.

November 2016.

YES and NO hashtags are strongly clustered. QUOTE and PROPG classes are especially
popular among NO supporters, while YES supporters are more ac ve than the average
in the CONSQ topics.
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NO users appear to be generally dominant in the debate. There seems to be limited
interac on between YES and NO supporters. Besides well-known public figures, less
known accounts are central in the NO front: these are militants, some mes having
mul ple aliases, with bot-like ac vity pa erns.

(d) The polariza on of tweets.

(e) The PROPG graph (top 500 users).

(f) The CONSQ graph (top 500 users).

(c) The hashtag graph.

What's next
The final version of DisInfoNet will be an integrated toolbox for monitoring social disinforma on, with source-code available to developers under the GPL. In par cular, DisInfoNet
will allow inves ga ng the correla on between users’ polariza on and par cipa on to disinforma on campaigns, and highligh ng the primary actors of disinforma on produc on
and propaga on. To keep yourself up to date, join the SOMA cause at www.disinfobservatory.org, follow us at datalab.luiss.it, or reach out to the authors!

